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All the news I see fit to print. 

Freedom of the press belongs to those who own one. 

Recipe Corner 

Baked Pheasant 

Son Chris often shares the 

bounty of the hunt. This time 

it was pheasant...cleaned 

and free of any bird shot. 

Soak in 1/2 cup kosher salt 

and two quarts of water at 

room temp for about an 

hour. Meanwhile, whisk in a 

bowl the following:  2 tbs 

Dijon mustard, 1/4 cup sour 

cream, 1/2 tsp chopped 

chives. 2 tbs melted butter 

and 1/4 cup mayonnaise, 

some salt and pepper.  

Rinse the bird and pat dry 

with paper towels. Separate 

the breast from the thighs. 

Roll the bird in the wet     

mixture and then in a dry 

coating. I used Italian herb 

seasoned bread crumbs. You 

can crunch stuffing mix and 

use that also. In a baking 

dish, place breast in middle 

with thighs on either side. 

Covered and in a 350F      

preheated oven for about an 

hour. Turn oven off; remove 

cover and let it cook for 

about 15 minutes more. 

165F on a thermometer is 

the finished goal. Leftovers 

can be chopped along with 

celery, green onion, dash of 

lemon juice and mayo makes 

a great salad sandwich on 

toast; gooder than chicken. 

Book Report 

The late Vince Flynn              

recommended this author.        

I bought it but just now got to 

it. We have a new hero,                     

Joe DeMarco. There are 15 

more in this series and I’ve 

ordered three more in the 

hopes the quality of plot and 

character development        

continues. So far very good. 

Masks became the most    

visible sign of compliance to 

the political edicts during the 

Covid pandemic. Liberals saw 

it as the perfect counterpoint 

to the ubiquitous MAGA red 

hats worn by conservatives. 

Failure to wear a mask 

banned you from every 

enterprise the Democrats 

could intimidate. Travel, 

medical facilities, banks, 

and all shopping (except 

maybe for Amazon).   

Politicians pushed the public’s faith in government to the 

limit. Remember hiding under desks at school in case of a 

nuclear bomb? Must have worked since we’re still alive! 

There were a few that asked specific questions that never 

received an answer: “What are the masks preventing?       

If I had the jab, why do I need the mask? If I wear a mask, 

why do I need the jab?”  I found it hilarious that you could 

walk into a bank carrying a gun and wearing a mask and 

ask tellers for money without getting arrested.  

When dealing with idiots, I do what I always do...make 

them look ridiculous. The store manager who was close to 

screaming at me to put on a mask. I asked him if it was 

company policy. He puffed up and said “yes!”. I then     

informed him I was not an employee but was a customer. 

He started to mumble so I pointed to my hearing aids and 

said I need to read his lips. He pulled down his mask and 

told me again that I need to wear a mask. I pointed at him 

and said…”you’re not wearing one”. He walked away. 

-more next page- 

Curious about the football 

battles, I turned on the Lame 

Stream Media. Found the 

mute button and enjoyed the 

games. Wonder why anyone 

would attend the games when 

the multiple cameras covered 

the game so well I expect    

cameras on every player next 

year, including locker rooms. 

Always wondered if they gave 

each player their own ball if 

that would eliminate the     

aggressive nature of players. 
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      Please feel free to pass it on.  

Just be happy that 
God hasn’t given you  

everything you’ve asked for. 
 

Don’t try pleasing 
people who don’t like you. 
Become the most annoying 

person they’ve ever met. 
 

Moses first guy with a tablet 
connected to a cloud? 

 
There is no “cloud”. 

Just someone else’s computer. 
 

You don’t have a right                 
to your opinion 

if you don’t know                   
what you’re talking about. 

 
Don’t be part of the problem. 

Be the entire problem. 
 

Think outside the box  
and you’ll flunk  

every standardized test. 
 

The majority is NOT silent. 
The Lame Stream Media             

is silent about the majority. 
 

“Be Yourself”... 
is about the worst advice  

you can give some people. 
 

You know you're getting old  
when you stoop to tie your 

shoes and wonder                              
what else you can do  

while you're down there. 
 

A conclusion is that place  
where you got tired of thinking. 

 
I haven’t lost my mind. 

Half of it just wandered off. 
The other half                         

went looking for it. 
 

I now believe I will never be old 
enough to know better. 

Remember the scarf lady? She taught us 

the meaning of the word “efficacy”. Do 

masks prevent the virus from reaching us? 

The drawing at right should answer that 

question. Many memes likened it to using 

a chain link fence to keep mosquitoes out 

of our yard. The death rate of the Spanish 

Flu was also used to scare us into wearing 

a mask. Here’s Dr. Fauci in a report he      

co-authored in 2008 about those deaths:  

“Most of the victims of the Spanish Flu  
didn’t die from the Spanish Flu. They died 

from bacterial pneumonia and the          
bacterial pneumonia was caused by      

wearing masks.” Who’da thunk? 

Here are a few more facts about mask wearing that famous 

and highly paid Dr. Science ignores: masks reduce oxygen 

flow, increases humidity and any microbe concentration 

growing in between your face and the mask. You’re also 

breathing co2 which lowers oxygen levels thus releasing 

more cortisol (stress hormone) which adversely affects your 

immune system suppression.  Face recognition is reduced 

and lip reading is impossible thus reducing the ability of the 

hearing impaired (me) to compensate for their disability. 

Inflation has been blamed for the rise in prices at the grocery stores. I think there is another 

hidden cost grocery chains are now recovering with the higher prices...remember the one 

way signs in the aisles? How about the six foot distance while the checker sprayed the      

conveyor belt and wiped out all those nasty germs. Now add the plexiglass shields, face 

masks/shields for checkout clerks and extra security to ensure masks were worn by           

customers. Wonder how all that extra cost was covered? Tax money? Prices up? 

Notice how attention is now drawn to 

“classified document” searches. Even VP Pence 

has gotten into the act. He figures that will get 

him face time on the news and internet just as 

his contemporaries in DC have been using it. 

Everybody will have a personal connection to 

the crisis du jour with Hollyweird denizens most 

vocal about how it has affected their lives which 

will get them to threaten migration to Canada. 

Conspiracy theorists, rumor mongers, journal-

ists, politicians, celebrities and anyone connect-

ed to the internet are apparently trying to 

match the estimated 83 million American view-

ers tuning in to the most watched television 

broadcast of all time in 1980 to find out the 

definitive answer to the most puzzling question 

of the past century: 

Who Shot JR? 

Until next week… 


